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Mission 
Reserved Instance 
Optimization Program

RIO Program Benefits 

Mission is excited to launch our new Reserved Instance Optimization 
(RIO) program for 2019. RIO is an outsourced RI management 
program where Mission provides the capital to purchase RIs and 
manages them on the customer’s behalf. Mission shares in a 
portion of the savings with the customer. All RIs are purchased in the 
customer’s environment so AWS reps receive full credit. Cost 
explorer remains on.

Mission’s RIO program gives your customers the best of both worlds: greater RI coverage and savings, 
but without the day-to-day management or upfront capital expenditure. Customers will also benefit 
from Mission’s resale program, which includes access to CloudCheckr at no extra costs, flexible billing, 
and regular best practice benchmarking.

Overview
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Mission purchases and owns RIs. All RI purchases 
are made in customer’s AWS environment so AWS 
reps get full credit. No added cost to customer - we 
get paid based on how much we save the customer.

No Capital Required

Higher RI Coverage

RIO customers frequently see a 90% RI coverage rate or 
higher. Mission is able to move unused RIs if customer’s 
environment changes, which allows us to achieve much 
higher levels of optimization than customers can achieve 
on their own.

Remains on - full transparency for customers and AWS.

Cost Explorer

Mission manages RIs on customer’s behalf and 
sends monthly reports regarding savings achieved.

Outsourced RI Management
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We are an AWS Premier Consulting Partner with deep know-how in launching and leveraging the power of the cloud. 
We believe that cloud technology is the greatest business transformation tool, and our mission is to help you 
harness that power to transform your business and make your company’s mission a reality.

About Mission 
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FAQs

Q. Why do we need the DBR/CUR file?
A. The detailed billing files provide data over time

that we need to feed into proprietary software

Q. What level of optimization is the best fit for this
program?

A. Heavy Linux customers that are less than 50% RI
optimized are the best fit for RIO. Non-Linux
customers will be considered on a case-by-case
basis.

Q. Does this program apply to EC2 spend only?
A. No, RIO also applies to RDS and ElastiCache.

$10k- $250k monthly spend

High Linux vs. Windows usage preferred

RIO requires a minimum 1-year term

Enrollment in Mission reseller program

Exact profit-sharing details for each customer will 
depend on an analysis of their AWS usage

Q. What if DBR/CUR is not turned on?
A. We will send instructions regarding how to enable in

the AWS console

Q. How long does it take for Mission to evaluate a
customer?

A. It normally takes 1-3 days to assess a customer’s
environment for RIO

Q. How much detailed billing history do you need?
A. At minimum we require 1 complete billing period to

conduct our analysis. For better accuracy, we
recommend 3-4 months of detailed billing data.

Getting Started with RIO

Step 1 - Send Mission a copy of your customer’s DBR/CUR data.
The DBR/CUR file must contain at least one full month of data, 3-4 months of data is preferred. NO DBR/CUR? 
We can send instructions regarding how to enable the CUR. Once you have the CUR files, upload them here: 
https://mssn.cloud/kpnHg3HH

Step 2 - Mission Analyzes Data
Mission will evaluate your customer’s usage to see if RIO is a good fit and estimate how much money we can 
expect to save them. Typical turnaround time for an answer is 3 days.

Step 3 - Cost Reduction Assessment Review
Mission will present the RIO cost reduction assessment to the customer. If customer gives the OK, Mission 
resources will work with both you and your customer to onboard them to Mission’s reseller environment so we 
can kick off RIO.

RIO Program Requirements


